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Sermon for June 6, 2021—“Signs” 
Tenth Sunday of Ordinary Time—Text: 1st Kings 18:17-39 

I’m sorry—but I have to say this: I resent Elijah. Yeah, I mean the Old Testament 

prophet. The guy in the Books of Kings, both the original and the sequel. The guy we just 

read about; the guy who yanked the holier-than-thou rug out from under the bad boys of 

Baal, the idiot King Ahab and his infamous wife Jezebel.  

Midway through 1st Kings a “mano-a-mano” confrontation occurred between the Lord’s 

singular servant Elijah and four hundred and fifty Baal Busters. It was the Lord vs. Baal 

and each side sought to demonstrate the dominance of their deity. A crowd gathered for a 

contest of Biblical proportions. The networks, cable outlets and papyrus media showed 

up in force. NBC and Fox News jostled with Al Jazeera for the best camera angle. A 

well-coiffed CNN anchor elbowed the snarky reporter from the New York Times. Ground 

rules were established. A bull would be sacrificed. Human hands couldn’t touch the cow, 

God alone would do the bovine deed. 

The Baal Gang beseeched their god to work wonders. Show the people a sign! They 

danced about their altar. They cut themselves until the bled and…nothing. Nothing 

happened. Not. One. Thing. Throats raw and lungs heaving, bleeding profusely, all 450 

voices ceased. Silence reigned. Expectations grew. Elijah strode forward. He made a 

request of the Lord, the Holy One of Israel. God with a capital G.  

I’ll condense it, though it just happens to be the preamble to one of the best outdoor 

barbeques depicted in either Testament. It’s this simple phrase: Give ‘em a sign, God! 

And guess what? The Lord Almighty, the Lord of Hosts, Creator of Heaven and Earth, 

the one true God—did just that. And what a sign—whoa! A serious smack down! The 

bull got sacrificed! Roasted faith! Grilled glory! Holy Smoke! Hooray for God. Hooray 

for God’s prophet. You get the idea—and yet this is why I resent Elijah. I mean—why 

can’t I have signs like he did? Seriously! 

Now—I’m not talking about burning bushes or grilling bulls in my backyard, but 

wouldn’t we all like God to be a tad more obvious? And I’m not talking about seeking 

holy hints—like who’s going to win the AFC North this year or what the winning number 

for the next power ball will be—nice though that would be. No—I’m talking about a 

head’s up when something bad’s going to happen. I’d like to be warned when I’m about 

to hit a rough patch in life. And I’d really like to know in what direction God would have 

us go as a church as we move forward in a post-COVID world. Who wouldn’t? Some 

people believe they have. I’ve talked to lots of people who will swear to it. 

In recent years, a bevy of books have been written about this. But most of us don’t have 

them—the really obvious ones. I certainly don’t. Though there was a time when I thought 

that I might. It was back in 1986 and I’d had a serious car accident. I had a compound 

fracture of my right femur and nearly bled to death. I was in and out of consciousness for 

almost an hour and—darn it—no near death experience. Nothing. Not one glimpse of the 

Pearly Gates. No bright lights, unless you count the ones on the ambulance. The only 

voice I heard was that of one the paramedics with whom I’d gone to grade school. In 

hindsight though—to be honest—I was a bit disappointed. 
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Fast forward a few years later, I was wrestling with the question of what God was calling 

me to do. Did he want me to go to seminary? Did he want me to be a pastor or continue 

doing youth ministry? I’d ask him for some kind of clear sign. Nothing elaborate. 

Anything would’ve been helpful. Now, there was a holly bush, by the front door of our 

townhouse and every time I’d come home, I’d do a double take to see if it were burning 

and straining to listen for a still-small voice. Here again—nothing. Despite the fact that 

I’d been praying for answers constantly. 

Now—in all fairness—not only did I not really expect it and I don’t ever pretend to be in 

the same league with Elijah. That’s why I’m not expecting to have a chariot of fire whisk 

me off to heaven when I die. I wish—that’d be really cool. Of course, I never actually 

thought that I’d ever arrive home to find the bush burning, which I would’ve instantly 

taken as a clear sign that God definitely wanted me to go to seminary. Still—I was 

disappointed when I didn’t. I mean—it sure would’ve made things easier and not have 

taken so long. In any case—things turned out okay. Well—more than okay—but I think 

you get my point. And so, when it comes right down to it, I’m thankful for this story our 

reading tells. I love the lessons it teaches. 

But to truly understand it, you need a bit of the back story, a bit of context. You see, the 

kingdom of Israel had split into two separate kingdoms after the death of Solomon. It 

spilt into the kingdom of Israel to the north and Judah in the south. Israel’s capital was 

Samaria. Judah’s was—of course—Jerusalem. Ahab was the seventh king since the split, 

which had occurred about 53 years prior and was arguably the worst king ever. 

According to the Bible, Ahab did more to provoke the anger of the Lord and did more 

evil in the sight of the Lord, than had all the kings of Israel before and probably since. He 

had married Jezebel—yes, that Jezebel—who was not an Israelite; who worshipped a 

pagan god, the Canaanite god Baal and led Ahab to do the same. Baal was a weather god, 

with particular power over lightning, wind, rain, and fertility and was connected to the 

regions’ dependence on rainfall for its agriculture. Ahab actually gave Baal official status 

by building him both an altar and a temple in the capital of Samaria. He also corrupted 

the people to worship Baal connecting it to courtly favor. Worship Baal and you were in 

like Flynn. 

So the people would waffle back and forth between Baal and God, .never taking a 

stand—doing what they were told, listening to whoever shouted loudest or most 

dangerously, effectively worshipping neither Baal, nor God who’d done so much for 

them for so long. Eventually, the people of Israel, the northern kingdom, had grown 

distrustful of their leaders and both the people and their leaders drifted farther and farther 

away from God. They eventually stopped paying attention altogether. So, God literally 

has to rain fire down from the sky to get their attention and turn them back toward him. 

I’m thinking we can relate to this. Our faith waxes and wanes for various reasons—

usually until something drastic—often bad—happens. My car accident had that effect on 

me. So, yeah, I’ve been there. But burning bushes and burning bulls are rare, as are 

glimpses of heaven. So many times the bull ambles away becoming neither spareribs, nor 

a petty pagan god’s sacrifice. Questions about important matters remain uncertain and we 

agonize over them.  
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Some people have glimpses of paradise, but all most of us get are next month’s bills. 

Elijah got his holy answer, so why can’t the signs along the roads of our lives offer divine 

guidance? Or do they? What am I talking about? Well—I could be wrong, but I believe 

lots of us have experienced signs of one sort or another. Holy nudges. Godly gestures. 

Things like that. Most of you have probably heard me say, as I often do, that 

coincidences are miracles for which God doesn’t take credit. Sometimes we listen, but 

I’ve a feeling that most of the time we aren’t. And that’s too bad because, and again, I 

could be wrong, but I sincerely believe that lots of people do experiences signs of one 

kind or another.  

Can I explain what I mean? Not really—because it’s different for everyone. I mean, maybe 

it’s merely endorphins, or right-brained intuition, but think about it…Can you remember a 

time when you’d managed to say the right thing at the right time? Chosen silence when you’d 

usually blather on? When we risked the unfamiliar, embraced fear, opened—or kept closed—

a door? A time when we found ourselves able to do something we didn’t think we could do, 

all because we sensed something, someone, guiding us? 

Mostly the “signs” I’ve experienced are guesses and glimpses, both fragile and fleeting. With 

just enough vulnerability, I look back on my life and believe that God had provided me with 

signs. None were as bullish as Elijah’s and none transported me to the Pearly Gates—darn 

it—but I’ve discovered that sacred whispers have, and continue, to lure me forward toward 

that which God has in store for me. At the same time—however—I’ve wondered how many 

I’ve missed because I wasn’t paying attention. So I’ve learned to keep my eyes and ears open 

because I never knows when they might find me. It’s not like I’m not praying for them! 

And here brothers and sisters is the thing… 

I believe that this is an important part of process of discernment. Not all of it, but an 

important part, nonetheless. Mostly because that’s how I believe God works. I believe that’s 

why we’re to be still and know that God is God—that the Lord is God indeed. So we must try 

to pay attention. Stay alert. We must—absolutely.  

So—let me ask: What signs of wonder might we have seen? What whispers might we have 

heard? On the other hand, what might we have missed? What might we have ignored 

altogether? Either because we’ve stopped listening, refused to listen, or because we thought 

that God could never have been trying to get our attention? 

It seems to me that if we truly want to walk with God and become the people that God wants 

us to be—that God is calling us to be—we have to learn to pay attention and listen. Is it hard 

with the constant noise of life bombarding us? Are there so many other things that would 

draw our attention away from God? Of course—absolutely! But like much that’s worthwhile 

in life, it’s worth doing! It’s a discipline—to be sure. It’s there alongside worship, prayer, 

Bible study, meditation and so forth. But all of these things help keep us focused, keep us 

attuned to the voice of God and in touch with the movement of the Holy Spirit. 

And when we stop—when we pay attention; when we listen—we will find our lives enriched 

and we will hear God speaking to us in so many ways—offering signs.  

Thanks be to God. Amen and amen. 

 


